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Outline

The paper is an extension of domain alignment (i.e. DANN) over
multiple source domains

Highlight the difference in the theorems, bounding on target error, for
two domains vs many domains, leading to the implementation of the
model

There are few ways to extend this paper,
I it can be combined with other current advanced DA models, and or
I it can be straightforwardly applied other tasks, e.g., cross-lingual
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Bounding on Target Error on Two Domains Adaptation

Theorem

Let H be a hypothesis class. If Us and U t are source and target samples
respectively, then for any δ ∈ (0, 1), with the probability at least 1− δ

εt(h, f t) ≤ εs(h, fs) + 1

2
d̂H∆H(Us,U t) + λ∗ + const

where λ∗ = minh∈H ε
s(h, fs) + εt(h, f t) is the optimal joint error of both

source and target domains

Assumptions
I the two domains are aligned → train domain adversarial adaptation
I good enough classifier for both domains simultaneously → current issue

With the assumptions, the target error is bounded by
I source error εs(h, fs) → train classifier on source samples
I distance between two domain distributions when they are aligned

1
2 d̂H∆H(Us,U t) → train domain adversarial adaptation

I optimal joint error of both domains λ∗ → often ignored because of the
assumption
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Bounding on Target Error on Multiple Domains Adaptation

Theorem

Let H be a hypothesis class. If {Us,i}Ki=1 are multiple source samples and
U t are target samples respectively, then for any δ ∈ (0, 1), with the
probability at least 1− δ

εt(h, f t) ≤ max
i

[εs(h, fs,i) +
1

2
d̂H∆H(Us,i,U t)] + λ∗ + const

where λ∗ = minh∈H(maxi ε
s(h, fs,i)+ε

t(h, f t) is the optimal joint error of
source domains and target domain

Similar to two domains adaptations, this model tries to align all
domains by minimizing the worst domain max error of

I source error
I distance between two distributions between the source domain and

target domain

This bound is loose one
There are other models trying to make better weighted combination
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Implementation

First part, similar to DANN, insert gradient reversal layer (GRL)
between the encoder and domain classifier

Second part, choosing the worst domain to minimize

I two options: hardmax vs softmax
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Benchmark

Sentiment Analysis

Image Classification
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Thank you !
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